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Together with Pininfarina we have 
reimagined what a custom American 
made Center Console can deliver both 
in performance and design aesthetics. 
The new design reimagines what a 
Center Console can deliver when it 
comes to symmetry, attention to detail, 
refined style and cutting edge design. 
This is a collaboration of two teams 
that share the same love for beauty 
and performance.

The Buddy Davis brand is known for 
its high-performance fishing boats and 
with this unexpected collaboration we 
built upon this legacy to enhance their 
existing values and together created 
an elegant, innovative, and beautiful 
new fishing boat that remains true to 
the brand’s identity while incorporating 
the aesthetic ethos that hallmarks 
Pininfarina design.

OWNER AND FOUNDER 
OF  TF  YACHT  GROUP 
THE  CUSTOM SPORTF ISH 
BOAT  BRAND’S  PARENT 
COMPANY

VICE  PRES IDENT  OF 
DES IGN AT  P IN INFARINA 
OF  AMERICA

DR .  IRA  TROCKI PAOLO TREVISAN

The ultimate boat experienceThe 46 Center Console



NAUTICAL  DES IGN TEAM DEVELOPS 
CONTEMPORARY CENTER CONSOLE 
DES IGNED TO  MAXIMIZE  THE  F ISHING 
EXPERIENCE  AND ENHANCE  PASSENGER 
COMFORT 

Renowned design firm Pininfarina, recognized 
around the world for its unparalleled ability to 
create timeless products through its values of 
elegance, purity, and innovation, collaborates 
with internationally renowned  sport boating 
company, Buddy Davis on the new 
46 Center Console.  Seeking to pair form with 
function, the two teams created a visionary new 
center console design. Designed for superior 
ride and handling, boats from Buddy Davis 
Yachts are for the serious fisherman, with next-
level fishing amenities from bow to stern, and 
designed to cut through monster seas and run 
on rails in flowing seas. 

PIN INFARINA  COLLABORATES 
WITH SPORT  F ISHING BOAT 
MANUFACTURER BUDDY DAVIS 
YACHTS

The new 46 Center Console will feature the 
brand’s iconic console hulls, coupled with an 
all-new custom-designed deck and helm to 
underscore Pininfarina’s signature nautical 
experience –– reflecting an iconic automotive 
heritage and Italian design legacy, defined 
by smooth lines and proportions together with 
high-end finishes. The new 46 Center Console 
will be the most beautiful ride on the ocean.
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The ultimate boat experienceThe 46 Center Console



At the console’s bow, a high-end seating area 
equipped with luxurious daybeds provides 
a perfect vantage point for basking in the 
sunshine, complete with a fold-up table 
for food, drinks, or games. 

Recessed storage lockers are positioned 
throughout the boat, along with grab rails, 
for ample storage and added safety. 

The new Center Console design also features 
a fully equipped bar and full outdoor 
kitchen behind the helm as well as a sliding 
hi-lo outdoor television, and can easily 

THE  46 CENTER CONSOLE 
OFFERS  A  NEW LAYOUT 
DES IGNED TO  MAXIMIZE 
THE  F ISHING EXPERIENCE 
AND ENHANCE  COMFORT 
FOR A  RELAXING DAY  AT  SEA

accommodate a retractable shade at either 
the helm or the bow, which offers additional 
comfort and sun protection.  A covered seating 
area accommodates up to six passengers, 
with special attention paid to the design 
of the captain’s space.
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The console concept features an innovative 
bulwark design that allows for disjointed 
sections to be folded and opened with ease 
–– increasing the size of the swim platform, 
which is served by a retractable passerelle 
that doubles as a five-step swim ladder. This 
inventive approach increases the number of 
available seating options, while ensuring the 
Center Console is well-equipped with both the 
clearance and space needed to enjoy a day on 
the water. 

THE  46 CENTER CONSOLE 
RE IMAGINES  THE  STERN 
TO  OFFER  GREATER 
FLEX IB IL ITY  AND 
FUNCTIONAL ITY

The indoor cabin access is located on the 
right side of console offering safe access to 
passengers protected by the wind screen. 
The interiors feature a clean, elegant, and 
functional design that matches the exterior 
areas.
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The helm’s digital experience will provide the 
captain with seamless control over the cruising 
data required for navigation with state-of-the-
art Garmin touch-screen technology. 

The console is fully customizable, with an 
endless array of hull graphics and colors, 
as well as premium upholstery and finish 
options to deliver a totally personalized 
experience.

THE  46 CENTER CONSOLE 
OFFERS  A  NEW CAPTAIN 
EXPERIENCE

The cockpit well is bait-integrated with 
forward fold-down seating on both the port 
and starboard sides, with a hidden fender 
storage behind.
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PERFORMANCE ,  COMFORT 
AND AN OUTSTANDING
NAUTICAL  EXPERIENCE
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The ultimate boat experienceThe 46 Center Console
TECHNICAL  SPECS
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LENGTH

LOA LOADED WEIGHT WASTE MAX HP

MAX SPEED

WATERL INE  LENGTH GAS DRAFT  ENGINES  DOWN

PROPULSION

BEAM OVERALL DIESEL  FUEL DRAFT  ENGINES  UP

GUEST  ABOARD

DRY WEIGHT  (5 )450R WATER DEAD R ISE

46

46” 25 ,946 LBS 10  GAL 2250

73+  MPH

39.148 ’ 680 GAL 2 ’8”

2400 HP

12 .5 ’ 30  GAL 1 ’ 11 ”

16  PEOPLE

21 ,417LBS 60 GAL 24 .5  DEGREES



Known throughout the world for its legendary ride, the Buddy 
Davis hull is designed to cut through monster head seas, run 
on rails in following seas and lie still while drifting in deep 
troughs waiting for a strike.  
 
The bottom, with its deep narrow entry. A Buddy Davis hull 
never pounds, it slices. With a substantial keel and skeg, it 
never wanders, it tracks. Proving that sheer beauty can be 
functional, Buddy Davis’ exquisite flair is not only a work 
of art, it delivers a dry ride and contributes to buoyancy. 
When white water is fast approaching, you will continue on, 
knowing your bow will rise to the occasion. 
 
Back down, throttle up. Turn on a dime. Spin a 180. Land 
that fish. Whether you’re crossing the canyons or cruising 
the bays, Buddy Davis will get you there quickly, safely and 
comfortably.

Beyond the superior ride and handling, Buddy Davis boats 
are designed to accommodate the hardcore fisherman with 
built-in fishing amenities from bow to stern, while providing 
enough top deck space, seating and comfort for the leisure 
cruiser. Regardless of the Buddy you choose, your journey 
will go further.

Pininfarina is an internationally renowned design house, 
since 90 years emblem of the Italian style in the world, with 
offices in Italy, Germany, China and the United States. Since 
the ’80 Pininfarina has established as a world’s leading 
designer in the Nautical sector, designing interiors and 
exteriors of the most exclusive motor and sailing yachts and 
developing, over the years, important partnerships. 
 
Founding its roots in the automotive field, where the 
company boasts masterpieces created for prestigious 
brands such as Ferrari, Alfa Romeo, Maserati and BMW, 
Pininfarina extended its brand’s values 
and distinctive elements becoming a 360° design house. 
 
The company is active with more than 600 projects in 
Transportation design (yachts, aircraft, private jets and 
people movers), Industrial design (electronics, sports goods, 
furnishings, equipment 
and machinery, consumer goods, graphic design and 
packaging), Architecture and Interiors (residential projects, 
hospitality, sports 
and commercial structures), Customer Experience design 
and User Interface design.

BUDDY DAVIS P IN INFARINA
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Buddy Davis

Tel: +1 609-965-2300

801 Philadelphia Ave
Egg Harbor City, NJ 08215

 
Sales@BuddyDavis.com
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For more information, merchandise, videos, customer 
chronicles and dealer contacts, please visit us online at

Buddy Davis & TF Yachts have made every effort to ensure all information is accurate at time of publication and is not responsible for typographic errors or omissions. All models, specifications, features, equipment and colors are subject to change or be discontinued without notice. Models contained within this brochure may be shown with optional equipment. See dealer for a complete list of standard and available options and availability.

Follow us on

buddydav i s . com 


